
 

 

 

RESHAPING WORK DIALOGUE 2022 

MEETING MINUTES 

 

The following meeting minutes summarize the roundtable discussion on AI at the 
workplace organized by Reshaping Work on June 16, 2022. 

 
In Attendance (alphabetically listed):  

Alessia Mora, Open Society European 
Policy Institute 
David Espinosa, UNI Europa 
Deborah Porret, Zurich Insurance 
Emma Raleigh, TaskRabbit 
Elisabeth Bechtold, Zurich Insurance 
Inga Sabanova, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 
Competence Centre of the Future of 
Work 
Jelena Sapic, Reshaping Work 

Jovana Karanovic, Reshaping Work 
Magali Gurman, Glovo 
Matthew Cole, Fairwork Foundation 
Rui Melo de Silva Ferreira, Zurich 
Insurance 
Tanja Jakobi, Public Policy Research 
Center 
Xavi Gomila, WEC-Europe 
Zeinah Mugdadi, Uber 

 
Absent:  

Alok Alstrom, AppJobs  
Bertan Baytekin, AppJobs 
Branka Andjelkovic, Public Policy 
Research Center 
Lizeth Tijssen, Zurich Insurance 
Courtney Gillespie, TaskRabbit 
Daniel Cruz Fuentes, Confederación 
Sindical de Comisiones Obreras de 
Catalunya 
Ionut Lacusta, Glovo 

Pamela Valenti, Open Society European 
Policy Institute 
Silvia Rainone, ETUI 
Tomislav Kis, Novi Sindikat 
Thanos Moysiadis, Uber 
Victor Bernhardtz, Unionen (NB: 
presented contributions are submitted 
separately) 
Wouter Zwysen, ETUI

 
RESHAPING WORK DIALOGUE UPDATES:  

 
• Early bird tickets for the Reshaping Work Conference 2022 are available until July 

15th   
• Jelena Sapic will follow up with information regarding the access to free tickets 

that may be included in the Dialogue packages 
• Register to the Member Library to access work-stream related resources & share 

relevant documents  
• Shall you wish to share your contact details with other participants, please fill out 

this consent form   

https://reshapingwork.net/tickets/
https://reshapingwork.net/dialogue/register/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdy1fMv7Hz5B-mj21IGNfFGdi1nkRjSW3gfXPbkqRwNjImKQA/viewform?usp=sf_link


 
 
DISCUSSION TOPIC 1: AI AND DECENT WORK 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

→ Decent work agenda is a broad concept,1 as well as the notion of AI at the workplace. 
To have well-informed debate, FES Competence Centre on the Future of Work 
proposes selecting concrete dimensions of the decent work and correlating them 
with specific work segments/sectors/industries. In the same vein, there were 
proposals to explore the usage of AI for worker well-being by narrowing down 
meaning of the decent work and translating it into concrete steps that companies 
should undertake. UNI Europa underlines importance of collective bargaining in 
defining and designing these steps. 

→ According to Unionen, AI can be a great tool for improving decency of work; but an 
entry point of the discussion is whether an AI system is given autonomous power to 
make decisions. If so, such a situation is opposite to decent work. Another main 
question to be asked is about the purpose of introducing and implementing any AI-
powered system. If it is done to improve working conditions, then worker well-being 
should be taken into account. If it is designed to improve productivity, there should 
be a safeguard so the system does not impede on worker’s digital integrity.  

→ Uber approaches AI systems from, at least, three perspectives – privacy, safety, and 
employment angle. It acknowledges that certain trade-offs are being made, 
particularly when it comes to safety. Uber has a mandatory log-off after 10 hours 
for drivers who then need to have six hours rest. While this sort of ‘nudging’ is 
welcomed, nudging of drivers and couriers that also influences their behaviour is 
perceived as control and limitation of their autonomy (as such, represents ground 
for platforms to be classified as employers according to the platform work directive 
proposal). The nudging rationale is the same in both situations but reactions are 

 
1 Depending on the framework, it entails different dimensions. For example, ILO defines four pillars at the core 
of decent work agenda – “promoting jobs and enterprise, guaranteeing rights at work, extending social 
protection and promoting social dialogue, with gender as a cross-cutting theme“. Other frameworks outline 
six key dimensions: pay and other rewards; intrinsic characteristics of work; terms of employment; health and 
safety; work–life balance; and representation and voice (Warhurst et al., 2017). 

With the introduction of new technologies, we cannot assume that decent working 
conditions are going to be provided de facto in new working arrangements. Despite the 
breadth and depth of work on AI ethics, there remains a profound blind spot in terms of 
implementation, since organizations are left largely to interpret and enact ethical guidelines 
themselves and then assess if they are abiding by them. This exposes workers to potential 
risks and harms of AI. Thus, the first discussion topic explored how AI effects the key 
dimensions of decent work in different contexts and how it can be used to promote decent 
work.  

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---europe/---ro-geneva/---ilo-lisbon/documents/event/wcms_667247.pdf


 
different; thus, more clarity about what algorithms (or even more specifically, 
platforms using algorithms) should do is needed.  

o There are billions of different transactions happening on the Uber platform 
every day. The primary usage of algorithms is to ensure that these 
transactions are carried out securely and that the service is delivered in the 
best time period possible and in a safe manner. In their view, it is useful to 
inform wider public how much of those tasks are done more effectively by AI 
and allow workers (but also other actors in the ecosystem) to focus on other 
things and gain on efficiency. 

→ Fairwork Foundation advocates for the work-democracy extension; therefore, a 
debate on platforms and algorithmic management should not only include drivers 
and couriers (whether self-employed or employees) but also managers and other 
white-collar employees. Its fair work principles are available here.  

o Fairwork’s interviews with Uber managers in the UK show that they try to 
listen to workers’ voice and institute new policies in the direction of fair 
working conditions.  

→ Workers in the platform economy are driven by different motivations (e.g., earning 
for a living, substituting their income, wanting more flexibility vs. more security), so, 
some Dialogue participants find it complex to take the view of a single worker or a 
single group as representative of thousands of other platform workers. More 
sensibility and care for diversity of needs is needed.   

→ Trade unions remarked that AI-induced issues are raised only when the situation 
has a heavy impact on workers. 

→ Existing collective bargaining agreements are being broken by AI, as these new 
systems are being introduced to the world of work without union consensus. It is 
not necessarily done in a bad faith but rather due to the lack of knowledge, said 
Unionen. While the AI introduction can be perceived as update of existing systems, 
collecting data is not just updating it because it interferes with workers’ digital 
integrity. Unionen underlines that people first need to understand potential AI 
effects and then to open policy debates. Unionen published several reports and 
studies on digital integrity (available in the Member Library) and is currently carrying 
out a public campaign to inform its members, decision makers, and the public of the 
report findings. Unionen also developed internal guidance for its local chapters on 
how to approach AI in the world of work and move forward in the direction of decent 
work.  

→ Bias is a huge problem in the current state of AI. Most AI systems are probabilistic 
systems that reflect society’s existing inequalities (race, ethnicity, gender, class, 
geographic differences, etc.).  

https://fair.work/en/fw/principles/fairwork-principles-gig-work/


 
o It is important to have discussions and evaluate what data is being used as 

an input for a software and which consequence it has on workers as a result, 
said TaskRabbit.  

o In Uber’s perspective, one of the fundamental questions to ask is how do we 
correct bias in humans first before getting to a situation where this inherent 
bias that people are carrying for various reasons gets spilled into the 
deployment of AI and in the data collection (from natural language 
processing, facial recognition, visual computing, to training sets). The bias is 
going to be embedded into the technology for which we are creating the 
regulation – that’s the problem we need to solve.  

o Former Google co-lead of the Ethical AI research team, Timnit Gebru started 
Distributed AI Research Institute. DAIR is “rooted in the belief that AI is not 
inevitable, its harms are preventable, and when its production and 
deployment include diverse perspectives and deliberate processes it can be 
beneficial”. 

o Discussion on the bias and discrimination is prevailing; yet the debate on the 
right to work – that is impacted by algorithms – should neither be neglected, 
said Public Policy Research Center.  

→ The issue beyond the bias largely revolves around de-skilling and intensification of 
work. Previous waves of automation and technological advancements have raised 
these two issues that are still relevant today. When control and autonomy are 
removed from workers, especially without their voice in the stakeholder process 
(e.g., they are not involved in the decisions on how to integrate AI at work), the 
overall result tends to be negative for workers (e.g., lower pay, less bargaining). 

→ Further discussion on AI and decent work should focus more specifically on the 
following questions:  

o Where do AI and algorithms benefit workers and create better jobs as a 
result?  

o Where are they implemented in ways that potentially harm or can lead to job 
destruction? Are there any suitable active labour market policy? 

 
 
 
  

https://www.dair-institute.org/


 
 

DISCUSSION TOPIC 2: AI AND WORKPLACE DECISIONS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

→ Narratives about technological shifts that increase productivity and push changes 
in the world of work are not novel. Nonetheless, according to Unionen, specific 
challenge to ongoing AI revolution is data (type, volume), particularly in the context 
of workplace. How are we going to handle it and ensure digital integrity requires 
special focus.   

→ Major studies on AI show that it replicates the efficacy of human intelligence in terms 
of executing certain tasks. AI programs are typically only capable of specialized 
intelligence; therefore, humans can offer more generalized intelligence, e.g., what 
kind of problem solving, abstract thinking and critical judgment is needed.  
Therefore, human judgment is crucial as well as worker involvement, said 
TaskRabbit.  

→ Fairwork interviews show that one of the challenges platforms face in securing the 
human intervention is finding human support available in the evenings/at 
night/during the weekends.  

o Companies that implemented a robust due process system need to ensure 
human oversight. Fairwork worked with Amazon Flex on a model that 
combines algorithms in the area of filtering, and humans, supporting other 
humans.  

→ Recruitment industry is increasingly interested in the application of AI, said WEC-
Europe. They see it as an opportunity to increase fairness, especially for removing 
unconscious bias, and to help automate tedious processes. There are also different 
benefits, like improvements of user experience. Thanks to chat bots, applicants 
receive a reply outlining deadlines and next steps (which, otherwise would not be 
possible with hundreds of submitted applications). Risks such as opaque data 
processing need to be mitigated on the level of data collection and to be done by a 
human.   

The automation of decision making can lead to a loss of accountability, but mere human 
oversight over decision making does not guarantee fair decisions either. There are many 
examples of AI reproducing and/or amplifying patterns of social discrimination, and the 
thinking used in the trolley problem being extended to solving these problems too. What is 
notable in many discussions of these cases is that they focus on how to design better 
hiring and risk assessment software – rather than asking if decisions of this kind should be 
automated at all. In the workplace context, the failure to ask serious questions about the 
ethical integrity of decisions to deploy AI can lead to very significant negative 
consequences for workers. Instead of these simplistic, top-down models, organisations 
could combining a strong right of appeal with a process to implement lessons learned in 
order to harnesses the power of AI. Therefore, the discussion opened questions such as 
how we can evaluate when AI should be used in decision-making and whether there are 
organisations that have robust and enforceable ethical codes for the use of AI. 



 
→ The current reluctance to use AI and analytics in the workplace is owed to the fact 

that there is not enough knowledge about the actual benefits (e.g., what would be 
of tangible value to the company and employees, what would be acceptable and 
considered helpful by employees), said Zurich Insurance. Simultaneously, the 
emerging regulation, specifically the EU AI Act, considers employment and work-
related activities as high-risk such as AI-enabled recruiting and employee 
management systems. The use of AI in the workplace will therefore likely be subject 
to high regulatory scrutiny since a broad range of governance requirements will 
need to be met. Overall, more market research is welcome on the use of AI in the 
workplace. 

→ Surveillance as a form of dehumanization, alienation and extraction from human 
activity is frequently observed in platform economy, said UNI Europa. Worker 
testimonies point that multi-stage process of recruitment often do not include 
human interaction but rather an interaction of AI-powered chat bot.  

o A study by Public Policy Research Center on surveillance of remote workers 
show that workers are not informed about data processing (e.g., what 
information is being collected, where it is stored, who can access it). It also 
shows that applications that are created as collaborative (like Zoom and 
Slack) can be used to track and monitor worker activity and productivity. Last 
but not least, surveyed employees did not receive any addendum protecting 
their digital rights, overall making them vulnerable and unprotected.   

 

DISCUSSION TOPIC 3: AI AND WORKER DATA  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

→ AI use and worker data collection vary across the world of work, going from simple 
arithmetic formulas to more complex machine learning and neural networks. In case 
of platform work, an open question is how worker data processing is presented and 
explained in terms and conditions.  

o For instance, TaskRabbit applies algorithms in the fields of an identity check 
(when a task includes going into someone's home), and use a third party for 
payment processing. They neither supervise the work nor track the work that 
is taking place.  

The technology advances of the last decade have been significant, but AI is only capable 
of performing well on narrow tasks for which they can be trained over an extended period 
with a significant amount of relevant data (and significant number of humans working on 
labelling this data). This creates a data pipeline imperative, which follows the laws of 
networks and economies of scale. The concentration of data ownership and oversight can 
create risk both for individual persons and groups. Due to the structure of the global 
economy, AI developed in the private sector has the interests of shareholders and 
managers over the interests of workers, and places the private accumulation of capital 
over the public accumulation of social goods. In this context, there should be more 
discussion about how to use data for social good and put limits on collection its collection 
for other purposes (i.e. data minimisation). 

https://publicpolicy.rs/publikacije/2c6167f67bcb3077e73ed1643a4675bd08c31874.pdf


 
o Uber developed a guidance through its data privacy policy to ensure workers 

are informed about their rights and duties. It also launched a privacy centre 
that is available on both the app and the website. Drivers and couriers have 
the possibility to check how Uber uses the data, limit the areas of data 
collection, and to download the data. Also, the centre will progressively add 
more information about algorithms as well about ads (for instance, why 
certain a restaurant is listed first).  

→ UNI Global partnered in launching an app WeClockIt to provide workers with an 
opportunity of collecting and owning work-related data. It also developed sets of 
principles for worker data rights and ethical AI to empower worker representatives 
and integrate the principles in collective bargaining frameworks.  

→ GDPR as a regulation refers to all user data and prescribes obligations for data 
controllers (e.g., companies) to have a legal basis and a list of concrete purposes 
for which personal data is processed. Before AI act and platform work directive get 
enacted, GDPR still offers solid protection, said Uber. 

→ GDPR includes remarks about data anonymization but the practice shows that 
person can be easily identified. In Unionen’s view, workers who use the same device 
personally and professionally are exposed to greater risks. Technology in itself is 
value neutral; what matters is intention.  

 
 
 
 

NEXT STEPS:  

• Should you have any comments on the meeting minutes, submit them via email 
within a week (five working days) from receiving the document. Once the comments 
are addressed, the meeting minutes will be uploaded to the Member Library. 

• The workshop on AI at the workplace is scheduled on July 7.  
 

ADJOURNMENT: 

• Minutes prepared by Jelena Sapic 
• Minutes approved TBA 

https://www.uber.com/legal/nl/document/?name=privacy-notice&country=great-britain&lang=en-gb
https://privacy.uber.com/privacy/center
https://weclock.it/
http://www.thefutureworldofwork.org/opinions/10-principles-for-workers-data-rights/
http://www.thefutureworldofwork.org/opinions/10-principles-for-workers-data-rights/

